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Abstract
Influenza A viruses cause recurrent epidemics and global pandemics. One of the unique features
of influenza virus is the ability to overcome interspecies barrier. Reassortment of viral genes and the
accumulation of mutations contribute to the emergence of new influenza virus variants. The replication of influenza A virus in a specific host depends on many factors e.g. activity of viral proteins, host
response system and environmental conditions. In this review the role of viral proteins as a condition
for crossing the species barriers is discussed.
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Introduction
Influenza viruses belong to the Orthomyxoviridae
family. Their genome consists of 8 negative-sense,
single-stranded RNA segments encoding well characterized proteins: PB2, PB1, PB1-F2, PA, HA (hemaglutynin), NP (nucleoprotein), NA (neuraminidase),
M1(matrix protein), M2, NS1, NEP (NS2) as well as
the newly discovered proteins: N40, PA-X, PA-N182,
PA-N155 and M42 (Muramato et al. 2013). Influenza
viruses are classified into three types: A, B and C on
the basis of identity of the internal proteins NP and
M1. Influenza A viruses cause severe and fatal acute
respiratory disease, emerging in epidemics and sometimes world-wide pandemics. Influenza A viruses are
classified into subtypes based on two proteins of the
viral envelope: HA and NA (Baigent and McCauley
2003). There are 18 types of HA and 11 types of NA.
New serotypes: H17N10 and H18N11 were isolated
from bats in 2010 in Guatemala and Peru (Tong et al.

2012, Tong et al. 2013). The natural reservoir of influenza A virus are waterfowl (order Anseriformes) and
shorebirds (order Charadriformes). Different animal
species may be infected by different serotypes of influenza virus. Viruses of all HA and NA subtypes were
found in avian species, but the serotype combination
present in mammals is limited. The influenza A virus
subtypes naturally occurring in pigs are H1N1, H1N2,
H3N1 and H3N2. Subtypes circulating widely in humans are H1N1, H1N2 and H3N2. Horses can be infected with H3N8 and H7N7. Influenza virus has the
ability to cross interspecies barriers. It is known that
humans can be infected also by avianlike influenza
H6N1, H5N1, H7N9, H7N7, H9N2 or H3N2, H1N1
of swine origin. Pigs can be infected also by avianlike
H5N1, H4N6, H4N8, H9N2, H6N6, by humanlike
H1N1 or H3N8 of equine origin. Sporadic infections
of dogs with H3N8, H1N1, H3N2 and H5N1 were
reported (Taubenberger and Kash 2010). Evolution of
influenza viruses occurs through different mechan-
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isms, including point mutations (antigenic drift) and
gene reassortment (antigenic shift). Three basic
mechanisms of interspecies transmission of influenza
virus are possible. The first is the direct transfer of an
essentially unaltered virus from one species to another. The second mechanism is based on recombination as a consequence of the segmented nature of the
genome. Simultaneous co-infection of a host with viruses from different species can result in reassortment
of viral genes and the generation of a reassortant virus
with the ability to infect other species. The third
mechanism can be the result of point mutations.
Multiple virus-host interactions are necessary for virus
replication leading to adaptation to a new host (Belser
et al. 2010, Romero-Tejeda and Capua 2013).

The role of hemagglutynin in influenza virus host
specificity and virulence
The hemagglutinin is one of the key viral proteins
determining the host range of influenza A viruses
since it mediates attachment and entry of the virus
into the target cells. The cleavage of HA0 monomer is
a crucial step in the virus replication. The HA0 is
cleaved into two subunits: HA1 and HA2 by cellular
proteases, which recognize either a monobasic or
multibasic cleavage site. The HA0 of HPAI (Highly
Pathogenic Avian Influenza) H5 and H7 can be
cleaved by ubiquitously expressed protein convertases
of the subtilisin family like furin, facilitating systemic
replication in chicken. The HA0 of LPAI (Low
Pathogenic Avian Virus) and human influenza virus
can be cleaved by trypsine like proteases. These enzymes are present only in the respiratory and intestinal tracts, thus replication of influenza virus is limited
to these sites. Host specificity, tissue tropism and virulence are associated with the combination of HA receptor specificity and NA activity. HA is a trimeric
protein localized on the influenza virus membrane.
The globular head domain contains a receptor binding site (RBS) which lies near the membrane distal tip
of each HA subunit that binds to sialic acid (SA) attached to galactose on target cells (Suzuki 2005). Receptor-binding specificity is also determined by the
number and the position of N-linked oligosaccharides
around the receptor-binding site. Variation of
glycosylation sites were found to determine the biological properties of the HA by interfering with antibody binding and the binding with the receptor.
Changes
of the
glycosylation
around
the
receptor-binding site were also observed as a step in
adaptation of the virus to a new host species or cell
line. Residues 98, 131-134, 136-138, 153-155,183-190,
194-195, 218-220, 224 and 226-228 have been postu-

lated to be key amino acids that constitute Receptor
Binding Domain (RBD) (Skehel and Wiley 2000).
However, the exact location of the RBS depends on
the individual HA subtype. Amino acids at 134, 136
and 153 are preserved throughout the evolution of
influenza viruses in different hosts. On the other
hand, those at positions 190, 225, 226 and 228 are
more variable and more prone to mutations. Ability of
the virus to replicate in different host species is influenced by both SA forms in the host receptor and by
amino acids at positions 226 and 228 in the RBS of
the HA (Rogers et al. 1993). Gln226 in avian viruses
correlates with SA α 2,3Gal receptor and Leu226 in
human viruses correlates with SA α 2,6Gal. In H1
viruses of swine and humans, substitution of Glu190
to Asp and Gly225 to Glu are associated with acquisition of SA α 2,6Gal specificity during adaptation of
avian viruses to these hosts. In human viruses all HA
subtypes show association of Leu226 with Ser228 and
in equine and avian viruses (with the exception of
H13) Gln226 is associated with Gly228. Thus, these
pairs of amino acids may be required for proper orientation of SAs of different species in the RBS (Matrosovich et al. 2000). Thus the ability of viruses to
infect different host species depends on the type of
SA binding site on the host cell. Avian and equine
influenza virus preferentially binds the SA α 2,3Gal.
Receptors for avian influenza viruses are found mostly in the avian intestinal epithelium. Due to the expression of SA α 2,3Gal receptors on the surface of
epithelial cells of the trachea, horses show susceptibility to the virus circulating in birds, dogs and pigs.
Horses are not susceptible to human influenza virus
because the human tracheal epithelium has a primarily SA α 2,6Gal. Both α 2,6- and α 2,3- linked sialic
acids can be found on cells within the human respiratory tract but in different locations. SA α 2,6-linked
sialic acids are preferentially expressed in the human
upper respiratory tract, while SA α 2,3-linked receptors are found on cells deeper in the lungs. Replication in the upper airways may be required for efficient
transmission and initiation of a productive infection in
humans (Zhang 2009). Pigs have been considered as
intermediate hosts or mixing vessel for the reassortment of avian and human influenza viruses owing to
their susceptibility to infection with both avian and
human isolates. Initially, tracheal epithelial cells from
pigs were reported to express substantial amounts of
both types of receptors (Ito and Kawaoka 2000).

Release from cell surface – role of the NA
The NA molecule consists of a box-like catalytic
head, centrally attached stalk with a hydrophobic
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transmembrane fragment and a short cytoplasmic tail
of six amino acids. The NA operates as a homotetramer, facilitating the mobility of virions by removing
sialic acid residues from virions and infected cells during both virus entry and release from cells. NA can
cleave sialic acid in α 2,3 and/or α 2,6 linkages (Blok
and Air 1982). The mechanism of substrate specificity
is not well understood but, for example, specificity of
N8 NA is associated with the amino acid at position
275, close to the active site and with glycosylation at
Asn144 (Munier et al. 2010). Many studies have
documented that influenza virus particles with low
NA enzymatic activity cannot be efficiently released
from infected cells resulting in the accumulation of
large aggregates of progeny virions on the cell surface.
Since the formation of aggregates results from HA
binding to sialic acid receptors on cellular and viral
surfaces, a balance of HA and NA activities appears
critical. In brief, the sufficient level of NA activity to
ensure the release of progeny virus should compensate the HA binding activity (Wagner et al. 2002). The
NA stalk which separates the head region with the
enzymatic center from the cell surface and cytoplasmic domains varies in the length depending on the
virus. Typically, shortened stalks result in less efficient
virus release since the active site in the head region
cannot efficiently access its substrate (Luo et al.
1993). However, naturally occurring avian viruses with
shortened stalks are virulent in poultry. In avian species, the intestinal tract is the primary site of replication, whereas in humans, the replication is typically
restricted to the respiratory tract. The NA activity of
avian H1N1 viruses is more resistant to the low pH
environment in the upper digestive tract than the human- or swine-derived counterpart. In line with this
finding highly pathogenic H5N1 viruses can replicate
in the human intestine causing gastrointestinal symptoms and are shed in large amounts in stool (Baum
and Paulson 1991, Kobasa et al. 1999). A shortened
NA stalk can decrease virulence in mice. Evolution of
these viruses also correlates with decreased enzymatic
activity of NA due to amino acid substitutions in and
near the active site. Since affinity of human virus HAs
for their respective receptors is lower than that of avian virus it is likely that reduction in specific activity of
NA is required to maintain an optimal balance between HA and NA activity during evolution of these
viruses in man (Baum and Paulson 1991).
A novel mechanism of influenza A virus attachment and membrane fusion during entry into host
cells was postulated in a flat-faced fruit bat (H18N11).
Structural analysis of HA and NA indicates that sialic
acid is neither a receptor for virus attachment nor
a substrate for virus release. Comparison of the
A/bat/Peru/2010 N11 (NA like protein, NAL) with
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other NAs reveals surprising structural similarity despite low sequence identity (29.6%). Analyses of bat
NAL showed substitutions of catalytic centre and no
sialidase activity. These data may suggest that bat influenza virus envelope proteins mediate host cell entry and release via different mechanisms compared to
other influenza A viruses. This fact may indicate that
bats are potentially important reservoir for influenza
viruses. (Tong et al. 2012, Tong et al. 2013).
Antiviral drugs can also influence the adaptation
of influenza viruses to a new host. For example oseltamivir binds to the active site of NA present on the
surface of an infected cell preventing it from removing
sialic acid residues and causing virus aggregation. Mutation in neuraminidase H274Y induces resistance of
the virus to the drug. This mutation makes that oseltamivir cannot bind to the enzyme and in consequence the virus can replicate smoothly. Drug induced variations in influenza virus may result in
emergence of drug-resistant mutants, so in fact new
virus variants may appear. This, in turn, may result in
acquisition of the ability to cross the interspecies barrier (Ives et al. 2002).

M2-proton channel
The M2 protein is an integral envelope ion channel protein of the influenza A virus. This protein is
a homotetramer consisting of four polypeptide chains
of 97 residues with a 24-residue N-terminal extra-cellular domain, an internal hydrophobic domain that
acts as a transmembrane domain (TM) and forms the
pore of the proton selective ion channel, and
a 54-residue cytoplasmic tail. The M2 protein has an
important role in both the early and late replication
cycle of the influenza A virus. The M2 proton channel
regulates pH across the viral membrane during cell
entry and across the trans-Golgi membrane of infected cells during viral maturation (Holsinger 1993). As
virus enters the host cell by receptor mediated endocytosis the endosomal acidification takes place.
This low pH activates the M2 channel. M2 now brings
protons into the virion core. Acidification of virus interior leads to weakening of electrostatic interaction
and to dissociation of M1 (matrix protein) and viral
ribonucleoprotein (RNP) complexes. Subsequent
membrane fusion releases into the cytoplasm the uncoated RNPs which are imported to the nucleus to
start viral replication (Rossman et al. 2010). Mutagenesis studies have identified two residues important for
channel function in the imidazole ring of His37 and in
the indole ring of Trp41. These residues determine
proton selectivity and unidirectional conduction of the
channel. Cytoplasmic regions of M2 protein have
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been suggested to play a role during viral assembly.
At low pH the His37 H+ selectivity filter becomes
protonated and the indole ring of Trp41 rotates, inducing protons moving. The M2 ion channel alters
the pH within the Golgi apparatus to prevent premature conformational change of the HA protein
(Wang et al. 1995). M2 ion channel in different species may be activated at different pH. This fact may
suggest hipotetical role of M2 protein in mechanism
of crossing of species barrier in a transmission by
influenza virus.

Mutations in the influenza virus polymerase
complex
The complex is comprised of three proteins PB2,
PB1 and PA and interacts with the influenza virus
NP and host cellular elements to transcribe and replicate the virus genome (Labadie et al. 2007). PB1 is
the catalytic component of the complex. PB2 binds
the cap structure of host pre-mRNA molecules as
part of the mechanism known as “cap snatching”. PA
has been shown to possess the endonuclease activity
required for this mechanism. Mutations in these proteins can affect transcription and replication (Boivin
and Hart 2011). PB2 seems to be a critical component of the viral polymerase in a host restriction. The
PB2 domains include the N-terminal peptide (residues 1-35) that interacts with the C-terminal end of
PB1, the cap-binding domain (residues 320-483), the
627 domain (residues 538-677) and C-terminal domain (residues 678-759) bearing a bipartite nuclear
localization sequence (NLS) (Foeglein et al. 2011).
Influenza virus replication efficiency in mammalian cells is significantly affected by the amino
acid at position 627 in PB2 and the role of this aa
position is extensively studied. The mutation E627K
dramatically improves the function of an avian polymerase complex and enhances viral growth in mammalian cells. Almost all human viruses have 627K,
whereas avian viruses have 627E in PB2 (Subbarao et
al. 1993). However, the molecular mechanism by
which any of these host specific sites determine host
range is unknown. One hypothesis is that residue 627
mediates interactions with host factors involved in
RNA transcription and replication that differs between mammalian and avian species (Crescenzo-Chainge et al. 2002). A second hypothesis suggests
that position 627 of PB2 determines the temperature
sensitivity of the vRNA replication (Massin et al.
2001). Human influenza viruses replicate in the upper respiratory tract at an approximate temperature
of 33oC, whereas avian influenza viruses prefer the
intestinal tract, at a temperature of nearly 41oC. Vi-

ruses with PB2 627K can efficiently replicate in the
mammalian upper respiratory tract whereas those
that possess PB2 627E cannot. A PB2 E627K mutation enhances avian virus replication in mammalian
cells at 33oC but not at 37oC or 41oC (Massin et al.
2001). Structural analysis of PB2 627-domain indicates that mutation in PB2 (E627K) modifies electrostatic surface potential of this domain. The
change in surface potential is hypothesized to influence the interaction with cellular elements such as
α-importins (Kuzuhara et al. 2009). The relationships between NP and PB2 in host adaptation are
very close and mutations in PB2 correlate with origin
of NP. Whereas NP of avian origin induces the exchange of E627K in PB2 (H5N1) during infection of
mammalian cells, NP of a human origin does not.
The unstable binding between PB2 and NP of avian
influenza virus observed in mammalian cells can be
compensated by mutation E627K of PB2 (Bogs et al.
2011). Recent study also has shown that the D701N
mutation enhances the binding of PB2 to importin
α1 and therefore increases the level of PB2 in the
nucleus of mammalian cells. Similar effect causes
mutation N319K in NP. As a result, both mutations
interact each other in mammalian cells. A direct contact observed between D701 and the flexible
NLS-containing C-terminus of PB2 suggests a role in
modulating the PB2-importin interaction and nuclear import efficiency. Subsequently it was shown
that the substitution D701N significantly affects the
interaction of PB2 with importin α1 in mammalian
but not in avian cells. This fact suggests that the adaptation of the viral polymerase to the nuclear import machinery plays an important role in the interspecies transmission of influenza virus (Resa-Infante
and Gabriel 2013). Mutation of PB2-D701N causes
the change in the affinity of the avian viruses from
importin alpha 3 to importin alpha 7, which increases
viral replication and pathogenicity in mice (Gabriel
et al. 2009). Additionally, the D701N PB2 virus has
correlated with reduced secretion of the antiviral
IFN-λ and showed enhanced replication in primary
human alveolar epithelial cell relative to the wild
H1N1 virus. These findings suggest that the obtaining of the D701N substitution in PB2 by H1N1 viruses may result in more severe disease or increased
transmission rate in humans (Zhou et al. 2013). It
was confirmed that the amino acid in position 271 in
PB2 enhances mammalian adaptation of recombinant viruses both in vitro and in vivo. Threonine to
alanine mutation at residue 271 of PB2 plays a key
role in virus growth in mammalian hosts (Bussey et
al. 2010). Other mutations including A588I, Q591K
also play a similar function (Yamada et al. 2010).
Another important cellular factor e.g. DDX17,
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a member of the DEAD-box RNA helicase family
regulates influenza A virus polymerase activity. Avian DDX17 appears to be essential for avian virus
polymerase activity but human DDX17 inhibits avian
polymerase activity. Optimal replication of avian influenza viruses in mammalian cells may depend on
DDX17 and its interaction with PB2 (Bortz et al.
2011).
Recent study focused on influenza Nuclear Export Protein (NEP) as a new adaptive factor involved
in interspecies transmission. The NEP was described
as a mediator of vRNA nuclear export. The mechanism by which NEP increases vRNA synthesis and
regulates polymerase activity remains unclear (Manz
et al. 2012). It was found that mutations in NEP are
also involved in host adaptation and regulation polymerase activity. The adaptive mutations M16I,
Y41C (in N terminal domain) and E75G (in C terminal domain) in the NEP can increase polymerase
activity of avian viruses in mammalian cells (Robb et
al. 2009). Probably conformational changes between
NEP domains induced by these mutations may be
essential for the enhancement of replication of avian
virus (Manz et al. 2013).

NS1 role in suppression of the host immune
response
The NS1 protein consists of two functional domains. The N-terminal RNA binding domain encompasses amino acids 1-73. It binds nonspecifically
to RNA and is also required for interaction with specific cellular proteins. The C-terminal effector domain (ED) includes amino acids 86-230/237 and also
interacts with a variety of cellular proteins (Qian et
al. 1995). This protein plays a role in suppression of
the host immune response by counteracting the cellular interferon (IFN). NS1 binds to double-stranded
RNA, thereby suppressing the activation of
double-stranded RNA-activated protein kinase – the
stimulator of type I IFN production. Type I IFN is
a key element in the innate immune response to infection with influenza virus (Lin et al. 2007). Additionally, NS1 has been found to be associated with
inhibition pro-inflammatory cytokine production in
humans. The NS1 protein is currently postulated to
be responsible for the enhanced virulence of highly
pathogenic avian H5N1 viruses (Forbes et al. 2012).
The single amino acid change D92E in NS1 increased the pathogenicity of the H5N1 influenza virus. The presence of glutamic acid in position 92 of
NS1 allows the viral replication in the presence of
IFN and is linked to pathogenicity in pigs (Seo et al.
2002). The change at the position 42 of NS1 (P42S)
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in H5N1 causes an increase in virulence in the mouse
model and reduced levels of IFN-α/β production in
vitro (Jiao et al. 2008).Two mutations: L103F and
I106M in the NS1 of H5N1 viruses increase NS1
binding to the cellular pre-mRNA, and increase yield
of viral replication probably by suppressing expression of IFN-α/β mRNAs (Twu et al. 2007). It is clear
that NS1 also modulates other important aspects of
the virus replication cycle including viral RNA replication, viral protein synthesis, and general host-cell
physiology (Lin et al. 2007).

PB1-F2 induction apoptosis
The PB1 F2 protein of infuenza A viruses was
discovered in a search for CD8+ T-cell epitopes and
it is encoded in the +1open reading frame of the
PB1 gene. PB1-F2 preferentially localizes to the
mitochondria of infected cells inducing intrinsic apoptosis and cell death. It can induce inflammation by
recruitment of inflammatory cells, binds to PB1, increases the activity of the virus polymerase, elicits an
antibody response, and forms protein ion channels
with no noticeable selectivity in membranes
(McCauley et al. 2010). PB1-F2 may be one of virulence factors but the mechanism by which it might
enhance disease severity is not understood.
Full-length PB1-F2 proteins are found in almost all
avian influenza viruses but often become truncated
during adaptation to mammalian hosts. Shorter
PB1-F2 (with deleted mitochondrial targeting sequence located at C terminus) with less efficient
mitochondrial localization and PB1 binding is connected with the lower virus virulence (Pasricha et al.
2013). The amino acid change N66S in PB1-F2 was
found to be associated with the high virulence of
H5N1 avian viruses. This mutation increases the secretion of proinflammatory cytokines, such as TNF
and enhances virus titers in lungs. (Yamada et al.
2004, Conenello et al. 2011). Position 66 is part of
the α-helical region of the PB1-F2, in the mitochondrial targeting sequence (MTS). The location of aa
66 in the C-terminal MTS of the protein could affect
PB1-F2 interactions with ANT3 and VDAC1 potentially increasing the induction of apoptosis by
PB1-F2 (Smith and McCullers 2013).
Transmission data are documented in Table 1.
The table shows the most important cases of crossing
interspecies barriers by influenza virus. Evidence in
the table is directly focused on molecular mechanism
of the interspecies transmission. The information includes mutation within internal proteins and surface
proteins, names of the strains, localization, date of
transmission and species names.
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Table 1. Mutations and signatures associated with interspecies transmission of influenza A virus.
Species
infected Transmission
1
Human

2
From avian

Subtype/Places/
Year of isolation

Effect transmission and function

References

3

4

5

H5N1 Hong Kong
(1997)

HA closely related to A/Goose/Guangdong/1/96;
mutation E627K in PB2 enhances polymerase
activity in mammals

(Subbarao et al. 1998)

HN2 Hong Kong
(2003)

HA of A/Hong Kong/2108/03 has Q226L and G228S
(preferential binding to α 2,6 receptors); E627K
in PB2

(Butt et al. 2005)

H5N1 Vietnam (2004) HA Q192R preferential binding to α 2,6 receptors;
PB2 E627K

(Tran et al. 2004)

H7N7 Netherlands
(2007)

HA A143T increases viral attachment to human
macrophages PB2: D710N, D714R, E627K and PB1
L13P enhances polymerase activity in mammals.
Four aa substitutions in NA, increased activity
replication in mammals

(Koompans et al
2004)

H9N2 Hong Kong
(2009)

HA Q226L preferential binding to α 2,6 receptors;
PB2 E627K

(Sorell et al. 2009)

H7N9 China (2013)

HA Q226L was found in the A/Anhui/1/2013
and A/Shanghai/2/2013; a deletion of five aa in NA
stalk region was found in three viruses

(Gao et al. 2013)

H6N1 Taiwan (2013) HA G228S preferential binding to α 2,6 receptors
From swine

Swine

From avian

From human

(Lei and Shi 2011)

H3N2 Canada (2006

A/Canada/1158/2006 deletion of 4 aa in HA1(156-159), substitutions in HA1(G7, K142, S162), HA2
(T77, Q139, M149, E150, N160) and NA (P45, K74,
N150, M349, L354) increases virulence

(Robinson et al.
2007)

H1N1 United States
(2009)

HA S206T, NA V91I and N233D may affect the
infectivity in humans

(Jasin et al. 2009)

H4N6 Canada (1999) HA of A/Swine/Ontario/1999: Q226L and G228S
preferential binding to α 2,6 receptors

(Karasin et al. 2000)

H9N2 China (2003)

A/Swine /Shandong/1/2003; HA: H58R, V205A

(Xu et al. 2004)

H5N1 Indonesia
(2005)

PB2 (E627K)

(Nidom et al. 2010)

H9N2 China (2008)

HA of A/Swine/Hubei/2008 was closely related to
A/Duck/Hong Kong/768/97 (H10N3); NA was closely
related to A/Chicken/Hubei/119/1983 (H10N5); PB2
D701N

(Cong et al. 2007)

H6N6 China (2010)

A/Swine/Guangdong/K6/2010 originated from
(Zhang et al. 2011)
domestic aquatic birds. PB2 close to H5N1(HPAIV);
HA: A222V and G228S preferential binding to
α 2,6 receptors

H4N8 China (2011)

A/Swine/Guandong/2011; HA was closely related to
A/Avian/Japan/8K10185/2008 (H4N6); HA Q226L,
G228S preferential binding to α 2,6 receptors. NA
was closely related to A/chicken/Guangxi/2117/2010
(H3N8)

H1N1 Japan (1992)

HA and NA A/Swine/Obihiro5/92 were closely related (Katsuda et al. 1995)
to those of current human H1N1 isolated between
1990 and 1992

H1N1 China (2006)

A/Swine/Guangdong/96/06 derived from human H1N1 (Yu et al. 2007)
isolated in 2000
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cont. table 1

1

2

3

4

5

From equine

H3N8 China (2004,
2006)

One substitution caused the loss of a potential
glycosylation site; two substitutions located at the
cleavage site and adjacent to the receptor-binding
pocket

(Tu et al. 2009)

Avian

From swine

H3N2 United States
(2003)

HA and NA A/Turkey/NC/16108/03 and
A/Turkey/MN/764/03 were closely related to
A/Swine/North Carolina/29974/02

(Choi et al. 2004)

Dog

From avian

H5N1 Thailand (2004) A/Canine/Thailand/Ku-08/04; HAQ226L, G228S
(Songserm et al.
preferential binding to α 2,6; NA had 20 aa deletion 2006)
at positions 49-68 and contained histidine at position
274 indicating the absence of an oseltamivir- resistant
residue; PB2 E627K

From equine

H3N2 Korea (2007)

A/Canine/Korea 01/2007, A/Canine/Korea 02/2007,
A/Canine/Korea 03/2007; HA and NA A/canine/
/Korea/01/2007 (H3N2) were closely related to avian
influenza virus (H3N2) from South Korea

H5N2 China (2009)

A/Canine/Shandong/J101/2009; HA was closely
(Zhan et al. 2012)
related to A/Swine Fujian/F1/2001 (H5N1); NA gene
was closely related to A/turkey/Wisconsin/66
(H9N2)

H3N8 Floryda (2004) HA substitutions (N54K, N83S, W222L and N483T)
enhance receptor binding to a new host

(Song et al. 2008)

(Crawdford et al.
2005)

H3N8 Australia
(2007)

The HA and NA were closely related to A/Equine/
/Kanazawa/1/2007 and A/Equine/Ibaraki/1/2007

(Kirkland et al. 2010)

Equine

From avian

H3N8 China (1989)

A/Equine/Jilin/1/89 HA was closely related to avian
influenza viruses

(Guo et al.1992)

Other
species

From avian
to seal

H3N8 New England
(2011)

A/Harbor seal/Massachusetts/1/2011 HA L226 Q and
S228 G, preferential binding α 2,3 receptors; PB2
D701N

(Anthony et al. 2012)

From avian
to blow fly

H5N1 Japan (2004)

A/Blow fly/Kyoto/93/2004 show high homology to
chicken A/Chicken/Kyoto/3/2004 and crows A/Crows/
/Kyoto/53/2004 derived during this outbreak period
in Kyoto in 2004

(Sawabe et al. 2009)

From avian
H5N1 China (2005)
to raccoon dog

From avian
to tiger

Raccon dog/Shandong/sd1/2005, Raccon dog/Shandong/ (Qi et al. 2009)
/sd2/2005; HA: Q222L, G224S, S223N, N182K, Q192R,
L129V preferential binding of H5N1 to α 2,6 receptor;
PB2 E627K and D701N

H5N1 Thailand (2003) A/Tiger/Thailand/Cu-T3/2004, A/Tiger/Thailand/Cu-T7/ (Keawcharoen et al.
2004 ; PB2 E627K; contained a 20 aa deletion in the 2004)
NA stalk (49-68)

From avian
H5N1 Thailand (2004) NA had 20 aa deletion (49-68) and contained His
to domestic cat
at position 274, indicating absence of antiviral drug
resistant residues

(Songerm et al. 2006)

From dog
H3N2 Korea (2010)
to domestic cat

The complete genome A/Feline/Korea/01/2010
identical to H3N2 canine influenza virus of avian
origin A/Canine /Korea/01/2007 (H3N2)

From human
to anteaters

H1N1 South Africa
(2007)

HA and NA closely related to human influenza virus (Nofs et al. 2009)
A /Tennessee/UR06-0119/2007 (H1N1) and other
isolated in 2006 and 2007 in the United States

From human
to cheetach

H1N1 California
(2009)

HA and NA show a 100% homology to the other
virus isolated from human during pandemic H1N1
in 2009
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